CDC and FDA Pause Johnson and Johnson
COVID-19 Vaccine
This week, the CDC and FDA announced a
pause to the Johnson and Johnson (J&J)
COVID-19 vaccine after six cases of a rare type
of blood clot had developed in individuals who
received the vaccine. The CDC discovered
these six cases through the Vaccine Adverse
Events Reporting System (VAERS), showing
the importance and effectiveness of these
national surveillance systems and that COVID19 vaccine safety is a top priority.
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AHCA/NCAL COVID-19 Honors Program
The AHCA/NCAL COVID-19 Honors Program is offering several special items to recognize the
heroic efforts of long term care staff during COVID-19. These include recessed bronze lapel pins
for staff members who continued to provide care despite a COVID outbreak in their facility, and
two unique bronze medals; a survivor medal for staff members who were diagnosed with and
survived COVID and a memorial medal for those who lost their lives to COVID. Also available
are flags, offered in cotton or nylon, to be flown over the U.S. Capitol in remembrance of staff
members who have passed away. All of these special items are offered at cost and ship for free.
Learn more and place your pre-order here. Your order will be shipped in 3-4 weeks.
Once you place your order, you will receive a COVID-19 Honors Program Communications
Packet with a ceremony guide, media templates, and template letters to staff.

Are You Ready for National Skilled
Nursing Care Week® (NSNCW)?
Together Through the Seasons
May 9-15, 2021
Get ready for NSNCW with Two Handy Kits
Celebrate NSNCW with fabulous kits
designed to make your life easier! Our Staff
Appreciation Kit includes ten navy lunch
cooler bags and 30 gorgeous rectangular
buttons, both featuring the Together Through
the Seasons graphics and guaranteed to
make your team members smile. Create a
festive atmosphere during NSNCW with our
Decorator Kit. This kit includes eight posters
for you to hang throughout your building and
two pairs of double-sided lawn signs (four
total) to display outdoors for all to see. Order
one or both of these kits and SAVE! View all
NSCNW items.
Item: #8575
Price: $67.95
Order Here
800-321-0343
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